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SUMMARY

Calibration tests using hot wires were conducted using a newly developed test
rig that greatly reduced the data-acquisition time. The tests included a three-wire
probe and a single-wire probe operating at numerous speeds and flow angles. A com
parison of measured and computed velocity-vector magnitude and direction indicates
the necessity of complete probe calibration to determine flow interference and/or
operating limitation regions. Calibration results indicate that flow rates with
3-percent accuracy and flow angles with 5° accuracy are attainable.

INTRODUCTION

Flow situations often arise where there is a requirement for making dynamic
velocity-vector measurements. When the velocity varies in magnitude and direction at
a fairly rapid rate, only a few types of sensors can be used to make the measure
ments. Small scale models are often used which impose size limitations on the sensor
in order to avoid the problem of flow interference by the sensor itself.

Examples of this type dynamic environment are flow regions downstream of a pro
peller or a helicopter rotor and within a tip vortex. The velocity vector near the
plane of the blades changes both in magnitude and in direction with each blade pas
sage. For some operating conditions the velocity vector can completely reverse
direction. Because of the relatively rapid blade passage, the velocity sensor should
have a fairly high-frequency response. Also, all three velocity components are
desired. In order to gain a better understanding of the rotating-blade dynamic loads
and to correlate with available theories, blade-generated acoustics (specifically
tip-vortex impulsive blade noise) and measured dynamic velocity distributions are
essential.

A few methods are available for making dynamic velocity measurements. These are
a laser Doppler velocimeter system, a hot-wire vector system, and a hot-film system.
The laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) has the advantage of not introducing any flow
disturbance into the flow stream. However, this system is very costly compared with
the hot-wire systems, and an LDV system requires a relatively long development time
to become operational. For the propeller or helicopter rotor example cited, the LDV
system measures particle motion through a small sensing volume, and the corresponding
measurements are not continuous as with a hot-wire or hot-film sensor (i.e., the LDV
averages particle motion over a large number of blade passages). The hot-wire system
has the disadvantage of introducing a sensor into flow streams that are being
measured and thus creating a flow interference which may disturb the flow being
measured. In addition, flow disturbances can occur because of the hot-wire prongs
(wire supports). The required three velocity components necessitate three hot wires,
and the corresponding sensor volume is larger than the sensor volume for an LDV
system. The sensor volume can be important because the sensor detects the average
velocity within that volume. Thus, if the velocity gradients within the volume are

t
too great, errors are introduced. Advantages of the hot-wire system are that it is
relatively cheap to purchase, requires very little development time, and has a fairly
high-frequency response. A hot-film system has advantages and disadvantages similar
to a hot-wire system, and it is much less vulnerable to damage.



When using a hot-wire system, the questions of "accuracy" and "flow-angle
limitations" immediately come to mind. The user of a three-hot-wire system often
provides very little calibration information (e.g., refs. 1 to 3). There are several
reasons for this lack of calibration data. A complete-probe calibration involves
testing at numerous velocities and directions; thus, a complete calibration is very
difficult to obtain. Further, the physical endurance of the three-hot-wire system
can become a serious limitation if the calibration becomes too extensive and requires
a large amount of operating test time. Because of these problems, the hot-wire probe
user in many cases cannot or does not calibrate the probe. Instead, the user relies
on analytical data-reduction equations, and in some cases uses published sensor sen
sitivities. Such an approach neglects probe or hot-wire support-prong flow interfer
ence and any estimate of accuracy for determining velocity magnitude or direction.
Also, slight differences between probes because of fabrication tolerances are
neglected. The importance of some of these effects can be found, for example, in
references 4 to 11. When the flow is nearly parallel to the longitudinal axis of one
of the hot wires, or when hot-wire support-prong interference is encountered, system
inaccuracies should be anticipated. Therefore, there are flow angles where the
measured results should be questioned even though the measurements may be repeat
able. Some attempts have been made to estimate accuracy and probe operating
limitations.

The subject of this paper is a limited calibration and a discussion of some
operating problems when using hot wires to make mean velocity-vector measurements.
Recommended procedures were used to reduce the data, and the resulting computed
velocity magnitudes and directions are compared with the corresponding measured
values. A special calibration rig was developed and used to shorten the data
acquisition time. This reduction was achieved by taking advantage of the rapid
response time of the hot wire and by making use of electronic data reduction
techniques. This calibration rig is described herein. Two three-wire probes and
one one-wire probe were tested. The hot-wire output data were reduced at 5°
increments in flow angle with respect to the probe axis, over a range of ±155°.
These data were obtained at various probe roll angles. The flow velocities varied
from 8.94 to 40.23 m/s.
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dc voltage supplied to wire sensor, volts

constant in equation (3), dimensionless

constant ranging from 0.48 to 0.51, n = 1/2 herein

temperature of environmental cooling fluid, °C

temperature of hot-wire sensor, °C

total velocity-vector magnitude, m/s

velocity component normal to hot wire, m/s

acute angle between flow direction and longitudinal axis of hot wire, deg

density of cooling fluid, kg/m3

probe roll angle measured from vertical plane through probe axis to hot
wire 1, deg

probe yaw angle with respect to flow direction (0 when velocity is
aligned with probe axis), deg
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m
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experimental calibrated angle

geometrical angle

ith hot wire (i = 1, 2, 3) for three-wire probe

minimum

denotes quantity at a particular value of e

APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE

Apparatus

Hot-wire system.- Three hot-wire probe systems were tested in this study. The
prongs of all the probes were gold plated. The wires were platinum-plated tungsten
with an active wire diameter of 5 ~ and an active length of 1.25 mm (length-to
diameter ratio of 250). The total hot-wire length (distance between prongs) was
3 mm, which is about three times the active wire length. The probes were operated in
a constant-temperature mode and no linearizer was used. The wires were operated at
an overheat ratio of 1.8, which is within the recommended operating range.

Two of the probes were typical three-wire probes of identical manufacture.
These probes have three wires, each of which is perpendicular to the other two.
Looking along the axis of the probe, the hot wires project an image onto a normal
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plane of 120° between wires. Figure 1(a) is a photograph of one of these probes.
Disregarding flow interferences, this probe system could theoretically measure the
magnitude and direction of the velocity anywhere in a hemisphere.

The third probe had a single wire. Figure 1(b) is a photograph of this probe.
This type probe construction is designed to minimize flow interference for some test
conditions.

Calibration rig.- A complete calibration of a three-hot-wire probe over a speed
range requires many test conditions (thousands in this report) and can be very time
consuming. In order to decreas~ the time, a special calibration rig has been con
structed. This calibration rig makes use of the rapid response time of a hot-wire
system and greatly reduces the testing time. Figure 2 is a photograph of this rig.
The hot-wire probe shown on the calibration rig in figure 2 can be yawed about a
point near the center of the hot wires. The maximum yaw-angle range was about ±1700
(data were recorded over a range of ±155°), and the yawing rate could be varied from
about 6 to 20 seconds per cycle. During the high-speed tests, the aerodynamic drag
on the probe support arm was such that the yaw rate was relatively slow against the
wind and relatively fast with the wind. In fact, the maximum torque of the yaw motor
was the factor that limited the maximum tunnel test speed. However, even at the yaw
rate extremes, the crank-arm tangential velocity was small compared with the flow
velocity. The structural deflection of the system was insignificant.

Figure 2 also shows the square-wave yaw-angle position indicator. This indi
cator consisted of a saw tooth and a photocell which generated an electrical square
wave over a range of ±155° at intervals corresponding to every 5° of yaw for the
probe systems. The calibration of the probe yaw angle and square-wave generator is
shown in table 1. The saw-tooth gear was machined very accurately~ however, the
orientation of the zero-yaw position (probe angle with respect to the free stream)
was not good (as seen by the uneven angles in table 1). This resulted in fixed
angular displacement for all the yaw angles. A "flip-flop" system was incorporated
in order to indicate the probe yawing direction of rotation (i.e., clockwise or
counterclockwise). The hot-wire probe system could he manually oriented at different
roll angles about the probe axis. An optical system (transit theodolite) was used to
adjust the roll angle of the hot wires on the calibration rig.

Test Procedure

The tests were conducted in the low-velocity calibration wind tunnel at the
Langley Research Center. A photograph of this tunnel is shown in figure 3. The
tunnel test chamber is 43.2 cm wide, 30.5 cm high, and 76 cm long, and the speed
range is from 2.2 to 89.4 m/s. The turbulence level in the test chamber is about
0.5 to 0.75 percent, which is adequate for the measurements presented in this
report. The tunnel velocity can be measured to 0.5-percent accuracy. The fluid
temperature was the ambient temperature and was constant within the measuring
accuracy.

As the calibration rig cycled back and forth through the yawing cycles, the
electrical outputs were recorded continuously and simultaneously on different chan
nels of an FM magnetic-tape recorder. These electrical outputs consisted of the
three hot-wire voltages, the square-wave-yaw identification pulse, and the direction
of-yaw flip-flop indicator. In addition, the probe identification, probe roll orien
tation, probe yawing rate, and tunnel speed were manually recorded. Two extreme
yawing rates, about 6 and 20 seconds per cycle, were used. For Ble current tests,
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the tunnel speed varied from 8.9 to 40 mls in intervals of about 4.5 mls for a total
of seven speeds. As viewed along the axis of the probe, roll angles ~ of 00 and
90 0 were chosen for the three-wire probes (first with number one hot wire vertical
and second with number one hot wire horizontal). Looking along the axis of the
three-wire probe, the projection of the three wires in a normal plane are 120 0

apart. The single-wire probe was also tested over the same speed range and at the
same roll angles ~ of 00 and 90 0 (i.e., the single wire vertical and horizontal).
Using the previously described procedures, the total data-acquisition time was
reduced to a few hours. The hot-wire, yaw-angIe-pulse, and direction-of-rotation
outputs were recorded simultaneously on a magnetic-tape recorder. At least 40 com
plete yaw cycles of the probe were recorded for each operating test condition. The
recorded data were reduced as follows. The magnetic-tape data were digitized at the
appropriate rise and fall positions indicated by the square-wave yaw-angle signal.
(When the probe is yawing in one direction, the probe yaw angle for the rise on the
square wave corresponds to the same probe yaw angle for the fallon the square wave
when yawing in the opposite direction.) Infrequently during the recording of the
square-wave generator signal, a noise spike or reduced level was recorded. This
would be detected during the digitizing process of one complete probe yaw cycle,
because one square-wave pulse would be added or omitted. Therefore, before any
single complete cycle of data was processed further, the total number of digitized
data points for each probe yaw cycle was counted. If the sum did not add up to 62,
all the data within that cycle were discarded. When the data for one yaw cycle were
accepted, the hot-wire voltages corresponding to each probe yaw position were squared
(to obtain electrical power when wire resistance was assumed constant). These values
were accumulated for all the complete cycles and were then averaged. The data for
the different directions of yawing rotation were averaged separately so that the
effects, if any, of the direction of yaw could be evaluated. The final output
(voltage squared) values presented herein represent at least 40 averaged data points
for each probe yaw position. The mean output (voltage squared) values and standard
deviations were tabulated and machine plotted. The standard deviations were
calculated in order to evaluate the scatter in the data.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Three hot-wire probes were tested in the low-velocity calibration wind tunnel at
the Langley Research Center. The probes were tested at seven speeds and yaw angles
over a range of ±155° to determine interference and other deviations from theory.
The results are presented in four sections: (1) probe geometric limitations,
(2) probe response with yaw, (3) comparison of two identical three-wire probes, and
(4) velocity magnitude (mean flow) and direction prediction.

Probe Geometric Limitations

When using a three-wire probe, three operating problem regions are considered:
(1) when one hot wire is downstream of another wire, (2) when the velocity vector is
parallel to the axis of a wire, and (3) when there is flow interference due to the
wire supports (prongs). The first two operating regions are discussed in this sec
tion, and these operating limits are called probe geometric limits herein. The third
region requires a complete calibration and is discussed herein. r{hen the mean
velocity vector is known, the problem of geometric limits can be minimized by proper
orientation of the probe with respect to the flow direction. However, when the mean
velocity vector is not known, there is no way of orienting the probe to avoid the
operating problem regions. Instead, it is essential to make measurements at two or
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more probe orientations, reduce the data, and compare the results for similarity. If
the results for any two probe orientations are not similar, there is no way of know
ing which measurement, if either, is correct, and a third (or more) measurement is
required.

The probe geometric limits discussed in this section are associated with flow at
some fixed angle to the axis of a hot wire 8. In order to maintain accuracy, the
probe operation should be limited to an operating region where the flow angle 8 is
not small. Generally, for a three-wire probe, the individual wires are aligned per
pendicular to each other. This orientation simplifies the mathematics in determin
ing the total flow rate from the output of the three wires (e.g., section 7.3C of
ref. 12). From the wire geometry and the known flow angle ~ with respect to the
probe axis, the angle 8 between the velocity vector and any wire axis can be
determined. These computational procedures are given in the appendix, and the
graphical results are shown in figure 4.

The center of the polar plot in figure 4 shows the orientation of the three hot
wires as seen looking along the axis of the probe. The polar angle ~ (roll angle)
on the figure represents the direction of the velocity vector component in a plane
normal to the axis of the probe. The yaw angle ~, graduated along a radial line in
the figure, represents the angle between the velocity vector and probe axis. Thus,
any point on the plot specifies the angular position of the velocity vector with
respect to the probe (center of plot). The advertised hemispherical limit to probe
operation would be indicated in the figure by a circle with a radius equal to
~ = 90°. The contour lines are for 8m = 20°, 30°, and 40°. This angle em is
defined as the angle between the velocity vector and the (longitudinal) axis of any
hot wire. The figure also shows the orientation of the velocity vector with respect
to the fixed probe.

The area between the circle for ~ = 0° and any 8m curve defines the probe
operating region where 8 for any of the three hot wires will always be greater
than 8m• The plot shows that, for the solid line, the ~ angles (between the
velocity vector and probe axis) must not be greater than about 16°. Further, for
the 8

m
= ) 30° boundary, ~ can be as large as 23°, and for the 8m > 20°

boundary, ~ can be 36°. In other words, if the velocity-vector orientation is
unknown, and if 8m > 20° is considered a reasonable minimum value (refs. 2
and 5), then the angle between the hot-wire probe axis and the velocity vector must
be less than about 36°. This represents a physical limit for probe operation.

Probe Response With Yaw

The data presented herein are well beyond the manufacturer's recommended yaw
angles of usability (i.e., greater than hemisphere) for this sensor. However, since
this is an exploratory program, the complete range of measured data is presented.
Initially, the probe data recorded when approaching a given yaw angle from upstream
and downstream were accumulated and averaged separately. This procedure provided an
evaluation of the effect of yawing direction on the results. A comparison between
average probe output when approaching a given yaw angle from upstream or downstream
proved the differences were negligible. Thereafter, the data at each yaw angle for
both directions of yawing were averaged together. Thus, the mean values of the out
put (volts squared) in figures 5 to 9 are averages of at least 80 individual test
points for each of the 62 probe yaw angles.
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A standard deviation was calculated for each test condition. The standard devi
ation provides a measure of scatter in the individual data and also an evaluation of
the variation of the mean value or the number of individual data points required to
decrease the variation in the mean value. It was initially believed that absolute
scatter in the data would be highest at probe yaw angles with flow interference on
one of the hot wires (i.e., 8 small). However, this was not usually the case. The
reason for the variation in the scatter with 8 could not be determined.

The one standard deviation value a varied from 0.5 percent to 2 percent of the
mean value of the o~tput. Letting one standard deviation equal 2 percent, two stan
dard deviations, which include 95 percent of the data, are within ±4 percent of the
mean value. In other words, one test point would have ±4-percent accuracy with a
95-percent confidence. Averaged data presented herein, which are average values x
of about 80 individual points, are accurate to within ±0.5 percent with a confidence
of 95 percent (ax = 0.04/vao).

The bottom plots of figures 5(a) to 5(c) are plots of the output against the
probe position or yaw angle for each of the three wires or sensors of the probe.
Lines are faired through the discrete data points. The sYmbols on the curves are
only used to identify the various mean flow rates (each faired curve includes data at
every 5° of yaw angle). The top plots of figures 5(a) to 5(c) show the calculated
flow angle 8 with respect to that wire. (When 8 = 90°, the velocity is per
pendicular to the axis of the wire.) The different curves in the bottom plots of
figures Sea) to S(c) are for different mass flow pV. Figures Sea), S(b), and S(c)
are for wires 1, 2, ,and 3, respectively, of the probe. The wires are numbered con
secutively in a clockwise direction when looking from the rear of the probe. In
figure 5, the number one wire was aligned vertically. The figure shows that maxi
mum hot-wire output (cooling) occurs when the fluid flow is perpendicular to the wire
(8 = 90°). Discontinuities in the output (cooling rate or volts supplied) curves are
indications of flow interference. For example, for wire number one in figure 5(a)
there is flow interference for a probe yaw angle of about 75°. Figure 5 also shows
that some of the interferences are velocity dependent rather than geometry
dependent. When the interference occurs at all mass flow rates at the same yaw
angle ~ it is primarily a geometric interference (e.g., fig. 5(b), ~ = 100°).
When the interference occurs at different mass flow rates, it is velocity dependent
(e.g., fig. S(b), ~ = -24° or 26°). As mentioned previously, the output data
presented are accurate to ±0.5 percent of mean value with a confidence limit of
95 percent: therefore, the noted effect cannot be attributed to errors in data
acquisition.

For the lowest mass flow (pV = 10.89), there are two curves. These two curves
were obtained by cycling the calibration rig at yaw rates of 6 and 20 seconds per
cycle. It was expected that the largest difference induced by the cycling rate would
occur at the lowest flow rate. As seen in the figure, the curves for the two cycling
rates are nearly identical. Therefore, it is concluded that for the lowest mass flow
tested, the cycling rate or yawing velocity had very little effect on wire output.

Figure 5 also shows two curves for a mass flow rate pV of 21.81. These two
curves were obtained from data taken on different days. Differences in these curves
provide an indication of calibration repeatability and wire deterioration with usage.
Figure 5(b) for wire 2 indicates some unexplainable shift in the mean value. The
other two sensors on the probe do indicate some differences, but they are relatively
small (~0.5 percent).
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For anyone curve in figure 5, the mass flow rate is constant; therefore, the
output (wire cooling or power supplied) is directly related to flow angle 8 with
respect to each wire. (When 8 is highest, the cooling is highest; when 8 is
lowest, the cooling is lowest.) The larger the variation in 8 with probe yaw, the
larger the variation in output (volts squared). The variation in 8 was calculated
from the known geometry of each sensor on the probe and the measured probe yaw
position.

The data presented in figure 6 follow the same format as the
figure 5. The figure 6 data are for the same probe; however wire
(looking from the rear, wire 1 is to the left). In figure 5 wire
Figure 6(a) shows that there is a linear relationship between 8
expected. Also, because of probe symmetry, wires 2 and 3 should
cal geometrical characteristics with variation in yaw angle.

data presented in
1 is horizontal
1 was vertical.
and ~,as would be

and do have identi-

Figure 6 shows many of the same characteristics already seen in figure 5.
For example, some of the cooling interferences are slightly velocity dependent
(fig. 6(a), ~ = 75°) and some interferences are geometric (fig. 6(b), ~ = -133°, or
fig. 6(c), ~ = -123°). The output (volts squared) curves show that the geometric
interferences for wires 2 and 3 around ~ = -123° are not the same. This may be
because the wires are symmetrical and the sensor support prongs are not.

The variation in output is a function of the variation in the flow angle 8
with respect to each wire. In general, figure 6 shows that the same wire with equal
values of 8 but with different values of ~ can have different cooling rates.
This is indicative of the differences in flow interference over the extreme yaw-angle
range. For example, in figure 6(a) for pV = 15.13, the maximum output values for
8 = 90° (at ~ = -143° and 35°) are not equal. Likewise, for the same wire and the
same pV, the minimum output values are unequal for 8 = 0° at ~ = -54° and 120°.
Further indications of flow interference are shown by comparing the calculated yaw
angles for minimum cooling (8 = 0°) with the measured values. For example, in fig
ure 6(a) the calculated yaw angles for minimum cooling are -52.7° and 127.7°, whereas
the measured minimum cooling is at about ~ = -48° and 130°. This same effect can be
seen in other data (e.g., fig. 7(c». This implies that the probe yaw angles ~

should be restricted to perhaps ±500 to ±700. Also, the angular flow limitations
described in figure 4, which are based on probe geometry, may be too restrictive.

Figure 7 presents the response characteristics of a second three-wire probe
identical to the probe used to obtain the data presented in figures 5 and 6. This
probe had wire 1 aligned vertically; therefore the data can be compared directly with
the data in figure 5. The results are similar for the two probes.

In addition to the three-wire probes, the single-wire probe shown in figure 1(b)
was tested on the calibration rig. Figure 8(a) shows the response for this probe
with the wire aligned vertically, and figure 8(b) shows the response with the wire
aligned horizontally. In figure 8(a), the mass flow direction is always at 90° to
the wire (the sensor is yawed about its axis as the calibration rig cycles in yaw).
Figure 8(a) shows that the output (cooling rate) is nearly constant (within 1 per
cent) as the yaw varies. There is severe interference by the wire-prong supports at
one of the extreme yaw positions (~= 111°) and not at the other. This would be
expected from the physical construction of this type probe.

In figure 8(b), where the single wire is oriented horizontally, the mass
angle 8 varies linearly with the probe yaw angle. Note the symmetry in the
(cooling rate), even for the points of minimum cooling at ~.= ±85° and ±900.

8

flow
output
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data in figure 8 for the single-wire probe indicate a lack of interferences (as
expected). This fact is illustrated by the smoothness of the curves with variations
in either mass flow rate or yaw angle.

Comparison of Two Similar Three-Wire Probes

A comparison of the response of the two three-wire probes which are of identical
model and manufacture is presented in figure 9. The data presented in figure 9 were
obtained by offsetting the mean voltage levels by the same amount for all three wires
on one probe. This was done to obtain a relative comparison for the two probes. The
slopes of these curves indicate the capability of determining flow direction from the
three curves for anyone sensor. Since the slopes for each wire on the two probes
are about the same, there is a strong similarity in the individual wires of ele two
probes.

The major flow interferences seem to occur at the same probe yaw angles. Most
noticeable is the larger number of interferences for probe 1 as compared with
probe 2. These differences are most probably due to the hot-wire--prong joint
connection differences on a very small scale. This seems apparent for all three
wires on probe 1, especially for wire~. Although these differences are on the order
of only a few percent, they underscore the need for calibrating each individual probe
through a range of velocities and yaw and roll angles if accuracy is to be
attained. This calibration should be extensive enough to obtain data-reduction
constants and an assessment of the interference for each probe. Unfortunately, any
single probe may not last long enough to perform the calibration (as is the case
herein with probe 1, which failed during calibration).

Velocity Magnitude and Direction Prediction

Throughout this report the discussion has been associated with mass flow rate
pV rather than velocity. There are a number of equivalent ways to describe these
terms. For example, when the density is known, the mass flow can be converted
directly to velocity. Another common procedure is to convert the actual mass flow
rate to that of standard-density mass flow rate. With this understanding the mass
flow rate and velocity terms are used interchangeably herein.

To evaluate the capability of determining the magnitude of the velocity from the
three-wire probe, the following procedure is normally used. From equation (1) of
reference 12 (where the mass flow is perpendicular to the wire sensor, i.e.,
e = 90°),

By solving equation (1) for the mass flow rate pv and recalling
temperature operation Ts is constant (for the current test Te
constant that Ts - Te can be considered constant), equation (1)

(pV) 1/2 = bE2 + a

( 1 )

that for constant
is sufficiently
can be rewritten as

( 2)
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where the constants a and b are determined from the data tabulated for the tests
herein. Since one probe was tested with wire 1 in two positions (figs. 5 and 6),
the a and b constants were determined separately for both series of tests. As
recommended by the manufacturer, each wire on the probe should be calibrated with the
mass flow at 90 0 to the wire (8 = 90 0 ). Data at some probe yaw positions were dis
carded because flow interference was present. (See figs. 5 and 6.) After specifying
a particular probe yaw position (near 8 = 90 0 ) for each wire, all the pv data and
the corresponding E2 experimental data were accumulated and a least-squares-fit
straight line through the data was determined. The constants a and b correspond
to the intercept and slope of the least-squares-fit line. Table 2 summarizes the
results. In table 2 there are four values of the a and b constants for each wire
on the probe. Normally, the calibration procedure is to determine only one value for
each wire. For any of the three wires, the differences between the constants are
small for the same probe roll position (as indicated by horizontal or vertical posi
tion of wire 1). There is a relatively large difference between the constants for
the same wire when the probe roll positions are different. 'This variation for the
a and b constants, especially for wires 2 and 3, could be attributed to
deterioration of the individual wires with usage. The first series of tests were
conducted with the probe roll angle such that wire 1 was vertical (fig. 5). This
series of tests required about 3 hours of wind-tunnel air blowing across the probe.
While conducting the second series of tests (with the probe roll angle such that
wire 1 was horizontal), wires 2 and 3 failed. The implication is that the wire
endurance is not sufficient to last through a complete calibration. The wires were
operating at acceptable temperature limits; however, small particles may have struck
these two wires on the probe.

Velocity magnitude calibration.- To continue the evaluation of the mass flow
prediction accuracy, the two values for the constants a and b determined with
wire 1 vertical, which were almost the same, were averaged together. The mass flow
rates determined from each of the three wires can be combined into a total mass flow
by using the following equation from section 7.3C of reference 12:

2
(pV1) +

2
(pV

2
)

2
2 + K

(3 )

During the derivation of this equation, it is assumed that the values of K for each
wire are all equal and that the individual wires are perpendicular to each other.

For one probe yaw angle (fig. 5) and the a and b constants for each wire
and the output (volts squared) for each wire, (pVi )2 could be determined by using
equation (2). The numerator of the right-hand side of equation (3) could then be
calculated. ~1is calculated value could then be compared with the actual measured
mass flow rate (left-hand side of eq. (3». These results are shown in figure 10 for
various probe yaw angles. Also shown in figure 10 are least-squares-fit straight
lines through the data which are represented by

10

( pu) 2 2
(pv. ) + C

1
(4 )



where c and d are constants. The c and d constants are tabulated in table 3,
which shows that the constant c (the intercept for the straight lines in fig. 10)
is small as would be expected. This shows elat the computed mass flow from the indi
vidual wire output is nearly zero when the actual flow is zero. The correlation in
figure 10 neglected the denominator on the right-hand side of equation (3), (2 + K2 ).
This value corresponds to the value of d determined from the least-squares-fit
straight line. Solving for K2 from d = 1/(2 + K2 ) results in negative values
for K2 , which is contrary to recommended values (e.g., ref. 13). Using the recom
mended value of K2 as 0.02 results in d = 1/(2 + K2 ) = 0.495. Comparing this
value with the d value in table 3, it can be seen that the capability of using the
probe for predicting the mass flow rate is good if the predicted (hot-wire) values
are within 3 percent of the measured values. The same a and b constants used in
the above correlation, which is based on data from figure 5, were used to predict the
flow rates for the probe tests with wire 1 horizontal (as for fig. 6). As might be
expected from the previous discussion of probe deterioration, the correlation of the
computed and actual flow rates was poor. When a and b constants determined from
tests with wire 1 horizontal were used (see table 2), the correlation did not improve
appreciably.

Velocity direction calibration.- For an evaluation of the use of the three-wire
probe to predict the flow direction, the following procedure was used. The flow
direction determination with respect to the probe is dependent upon the capability of
determining the flow angle 8 with respect to the individual wires. From the sine
law relationship in reference 12, it can be determined that

2
(pV 8) 2 2 2

-----'--- = sin 8 + K (cos 8)
2

( pv 8=90 0 )

or using equation (2), equation (5) can be rewritten as

(5 )

(6)

This function represents the relationship between the maximum mass flow cooling rate
(PV8=90 0 ) and the mass flow cooling rate when the fluid is moving at some angle 8
with respect to the individual wire. Equation (6) can be used to solve for the flow
angle 8 with respect to one of the wires for any measured output (volts squared),
once ele constant K and the maximum cooling rate (PV8=90 0 ) have been determined.
The constant K is a function of flow rate (pV or V) and was determined herein as
a function of flow rate. Constants a and b for each wire have already been
determined and are known to provide good results for predicting the mass flow rate
for the probe described in figure 5 and table 2. From figure 5, two probe yaw angles
were chosen that were known to be free of interference; one yaw angle corresponds to
the maximum cooling (8 = 90 0 ) and the other yaw angle corresponds to near-minimum
cooling. From the measured output at these two probe yaw angles and with the known
a and b constants, (pV)2 and (PV 8=90 0 )2 were determined. These quantities
were in turn used with the known wire flow angle 8 and equation (6) to determine
the constant K. The constant K was determined for both the maximum and minimum
mass flow rates for each wire, and the squares of these values are tabulated in
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table 4. As stated previously, with K known, equation (6) was used to compute the
flow angle e with respect to each wire from the measured wire output (volts
squared) at numerous probe yaw angles (fig. 5). From the top portion of figures 5(a)
to 5(c), the geometric flow angle e was also determined for the same probe yaw
angle. The resulting comparison of the computed geometric angles and the flow angles
from application of the calibration data and calculated from equation (6) are shown
in figure 11.

Figures 11(a), 11(b), and 11(c) present the correlation for each of the three
wires on the probe. These data correspond to the probe response data shown in fig
ure 5, where wire 1 was aligned vertically. The correlation for the maximum and
minimum flow rates are both shown in figure 11. The data presented include probe
yawing in both directions. Also, data are included for probe operation well beyond
its operating limits, namely with yaw angles greater than 90° (flagged symbols) or
flow from the rear of the probe. The solid symbols are data points from figure 5
that are suspected of involving probe flow interference. Figure 11 also shows the
ideal correlation line. While equation (6) is simple to use and is recommended by
the manufacturers, to obtain more accurate results a complete calibration with a
varying K value or more complex equation should be used (e.g., see refs. 7, 8, 9,
10, and 14).

Figure 11(a), which is for wire 1, includes flow angles e from 55° to 90°,
which correspond to the e values in figure 5(a). The data in figure 11(a) show
good correlation, with only a few data points showing an error greater than 5°. The
two data points in figure 11(a) where flow interference is suspected (solid symbols)
show relatively poor correlation. Without some knowledge of flow interference or
probe limitations, probe operation in this region would result in poor accuracy.
Note the lar3e negative values of K2 for wire 1 in table 4. Of course, these
values of K do not appreciably affect the correlation. This is because of the
relatively large values of e. For example, from equation (6), with e > 55° as
in figure 11(a), the sin2 e term is dominant compared with the K2 ~ cos 2 e term.

Figure 11(b) is for wire 2 and corresponds to the data in figure 5(b). Fig
ure 11(b) shows fair correlation at relatively low flow angles, 25° < e < 35°, and
poor correlation at large flow angles, 60° < e < 80°. The poor correlation in the
vicinity of e = 90° is not understood because the same values of a and b were
successfully predicted in the mass flow in figure 10. The correlation in fig-
ure 11(b) shows flow-angle errors up to 20°.

Figure 11(c) presents the correlation for wire 3 on the probe and corresponds to
the response data in figure 5(c). The data for probe operation with suspected flow
interference and for extreme probe yaw angles do not seem to affect the correlation.
In general, the correlation indicates that the flow angles for this sensor can be
predicted within 5°, which is considered good.

It is concluded that for the three-wire probe tested herein, for probe flow
angles ~ less than 30°, and with adequate probe calibration, the mass flow rate can
be predicted within a few percent (fig. 10). However, with inadequate probe calibra
tion, the flow angles may have errors as large as 20°. Furthermore, without a com
plete probe calibration, errors of at least this magnitude should be expected. with
the flow angle determined with respect to each wire, the total velocity vector is
completely defined in space, and this vector can be resolved into any desired
coordinate system.

12



To complete the flow-angle calibration study, the single-wire probe with the
wire in the horizontal position was evaluated. The correlation is shown in figure 12
which was determined from the sensor response data shown in figure 8(b). With the
single wire horizontal, the probe yaw angle is equal to the mass flow angle ~ with
respect to the wire. Correlation for the maximum and minimum flow rates are shown.
The data presented include probe yaw angles in both directions. The data in fig-
ure 12 show that the flow-angle values predicted from the sensor response are almost
all lower than the ideal values. An error in the determination of K2 would have a
more pronounced effect on the correlation errors for the smaller values of e and
would have little effect at the larger values of e. From equation (5) for e
approaching 90°, the sin2 e approaches 1 and the K2. cos2 e approaches 0,
whereas for e approaching 0°, the sin2 e approaches 0 and the K2 • cos 2 e
approaches K2 • Therefore, the resulting correlation errors shown in figure 12 must
be attributed to the determination of (pV/PVe=90 0 )2 in equation (5). If a minimum
of correlation data had been recorded to determine the appropriate data-reduction
constants, the flow angle determined with a single-wire probe would be approximately
5° in error.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Hot-wire calibration tests were conducted with a newly developed test rig. This
procedure consists of the recording of the analog hot-wire output along with a
square-wave-generator signal as the probe cycles continuously through a range of flow
angles. The data are then electronically digitized and analyzed at intervals
dictated by the square-wave generator. The test rig utilized was effective in
acquiring and processing a large amount of data in a relatively short period of time.

A comparison of two probes of identical model and manufacture indicated some
differences in response and flow interference. A statistical analysis of the scatter
in the individual data points (volts) indicates a scatter of about ±4 percent. As
shown by increasing the number of points averaged, the scatter of the mean values can
be reduced to approximately ±1 percent with a 95-percent-confidence limit.

Flow interference is one major contributor of error in using a three-wire probe
without an extensive calibration or without severely limiting the operation of the
probe. Because of the limited endurance of the probe, it is strongly recommended
that precalibrations and postcalibrations be performed even when the calibration is
curtailed. When a comparison of the two calibrations do not agree, the data should
not be used. With precalibrations and postcalibrations and operation flow-angle
limits with respect to the axis of the probe of 30°, 3-percent accuracy in
determining mass flow rates was attained. Furthermore, with only limited probe
calibration, flow-angle errors of 20° were observed. However, with extensive
calibrations, these flow-angle errors can be decreased to 5°.

Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
January 28, 1982
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APPENDIX

EQUATIONS FOR COMPUTING HOT-lURE GEOME'rRIC FLOW ANGLES

The equations derived in this appendix are used to determine the acute angle
e between the velocity vector and the longitudinal axis of each of the hot wires.
When e = 0, the velocity is parallel to the wire axis. The numerical results from
applying these equations are shown graphically in figure 4. For these derivations,
the subscripts c and s are used to designate the trigonometric cosine and sine
of the associated angle (i.e., ec = cos e, ~s = sin ~). A Cartesian coordi-
nate system fixed to the probe is aligned with the k-axis along the probe stem.

h ~ --+ ---+b .Furthermore, let t e vectors HW1, HW2, and HW3 e deflned as being parallel to hot
wires 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Hot wire 1 lies in the i-k plane as shown in the
sketch which follows:

---..
HWl

~

HW3

~ --+ ~

The angle y that the vectors HW1, HW2, and HW3 make with the i-j plane was
the manufacturer as 35.26°, so that y = 1/'13 and y = '12/3. The vectors
~ --+ s c
m~2, and HW3 are related tn the Cartesian system by

set byHW1,

HtB

o

Vi
2

Vi
2

where i, j, and k are orthogonal unit vectors.
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APPENDIX

. +
An unknown veloclty vector V can be resolved into components with respect to

the probe coordinate system by determining the roll angle ~ and yaw angle ~ shown
in the sketch which follows:

/

/'- I /
...........

-~/

<)iV
c ,

(A 1)

Since only the angle between a hot wire and the velocity vector is desired, the
magnitude of the velocity vector is set equal to one (IVI = 1). The tangent of e
is equal to the component of the velocity perpendicular to the wire divided by the

+ ~

component parallel to the wire. The vector dot product of V and HW results in the
velocity component parallel to the wire, and the corresponding vector cross product
results in the velocity perpendicular to the wire. The magnitude of the cross
product is the square root of the sum of the square of each component. Therefore,
for HW1

[(i +
2 ~ 2) <)i 2 + ~ ~ 2 _ 2f2 r/2

+ ~ 3 c s 3 c 3 ~s <)is ~c

tan e
HW1

V x HW1
(A2)

+ --+
V • HW1 ~c #" ~s~s- --

~
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APPENDIX

and for HW2 and HW3

<l> 2
c
6

1/2

(- ~ 0c + ~ O}s.c]
(A3)

[(~ +

1/2
<l> 2 <l> 2

H~ +(~ + r.a Os).s.c]c s ~</I2+~</I2
<l>c+ ---

6 2 {3 s 3 c
tan eHW3

(A4 )es Os) </Ic
-+-</1

V3{2 V6 s

By choosing various combinations of the probe roll angle <l> and yaw angle </I, these
equations can be solved for eHW1 ' eHW2 ' and eHW30 The results of the numerical
solution are presented in figure 4.
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TABLE 1.- PROBE YAW POSITION CALIBRATION

-

Probe position number 1 Probe yaw angle2

0 -148°40'
5 -123°40'

10 -98°40'
15 -73°40'
20 -48°40'
25 -23°40'
30 1° 20'
35 26°20'
40 51°20'
45 76°20'
50 101°20'
55 126°20'
60 151°20'
61 156°20'

1Each probe position number represents a 5° yaw
angle increment.

2positive yaw angles represent flow from left of
probe axis when looking upstream.



TABLE 2.- CONSTANTS FOR USE WITH EQUATION (2)

-
Probe roll Probe yaw
position angle, deg

a b S, deg

Wire 1

Wire 1 -98.7 -0.2738 0.7216 85.0
vertical -88.7 -.2575 .7044 90.7

Wire 1 26.3 -0.2470 0.7384 81.1
horizontal 41.3 -.2464 .7275 83.9

Wire 2

Wire 1 -43.7 -0.1611 0.4608 81.4
vertical -38.7 -.1707 .4601 89.5

Wire 1 -58.7 -0.2448 0.6892 87.2
horizontal 121.3 -.2581 .6878 87.2

Wire 3

Wire 1 31.3 -0.2206 0.6678 82.8
vertical 41.3 -.2235 .6675 88.1

Wire 1 -63.7 -0.3081 0.8092 83.7
horizontal -53.7 -.3029 .8031 89.2
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TABLE 3.- CONSTANTS FOR USE WITH EQUATION (4)

<V, deg d c

0 0.4993 0.00158
10 .5173 .00121

-10 .5022 .00149
20 .5164 .00134

-20 .5040 .000904
30 .4980 .00129

-30 .4752 .00133

TABLE 4.- CONSTANTS FOR USE WITH EQUATION (6)

Probe/sensor pV, kg/m2-s K2

Three-wire probe, wire 1 43.82 -0.4034
vertical~ wire 1 10.89 -.7244

Three-wire probe~ wire 1 43.82 0.1471
vertical~ wire 2 10.89 .1536

Three-wire probe~ wire 1 43.82 -0.02485
vertical~ ~..rire 3 10.89 -.04879

Single-wire sensor 43.30 0.00330
Single-wire sensor 10.82 .00499



(a) Three-wire probe.

Figure 1.- Two types of hot-wire probes tested.

L-77-1073
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(b) Single-wire probe.

Figure 1.- Concluded.

L-77-1070



Wind-tunnel floor~

------Hot-wire probe

~
-Yaw-angle

. position j ndicator
(squa re-wave 

photocell system)

Yaw-angle drive motor

L-77-1069.1

Figure 2.- Hot-wire calibration rig.

L-76-1321.1

Figure 3.- Low-velocity calibration wind tunnel at the Langley Research Center.
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ep= 90

24

Figure 4.- Minimum angle e with respect to $ and ~. Probe orientation
• m h .1S sown 1n center of plot.
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(a) Wire 1.

Figure 5.- Response of a three-wire hot-wire probe for various mass flow rates
and probe yaw angles. Wire 1 is aligned vertically. Upper figure displays
theoretical angle between mass flow and hot wire.
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~'igure 6. - Response of a thr~e-wire hot-....ire probe for various mass flow rates and
probe ya.... angl~s. Wire 1 is aligned horizontally. Upper figure displays
~hcore~ical angle between mass flow and hot wire.
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Figure 7.- Response of a second three-wire hot-wire probe for various mass flow
rates and probe yaw angles. Wire 1 is aligned vertically. Upper figure
displays theoretical angle between mass flow and hot wire.
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Figure 8.- Response of a single-wire hot-wire probe for various mass flow rates and
probe yaw angles. The wire was aligned vertically and horizontally. Upper
figure in (b) displays the theoretical angle between mass flow and hot wire.
(For the wire vertical, e is constant at 90°.)
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Figure 9.- Comparison of response for two three-wire hot-wire probes for various
mass flow rates and probe yaw angles. Wire 1 is aligned vertically.
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Figure 10.- Comparison of actual mass flow rate (pU) with flow rate determined from
hot-wire probe for different probe flow angles.
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Figure 10.- Concluded.
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Figure 11.- Comparison of geometrical angle between mass flow and hot wire and computed flow angle for each
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~ of the individual wires of a three-wire probe.
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Figure 11.- Continued.
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Figure 11.- Concluded.
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